In this paper we investigate the fundamental tradeoffs in aggregate packet scheduling for support of guaranteed delay service. In particular, we study the relationships between the worst-case edge-to-edge delay (i.e., the maximum delay experienced by any packet across a network domain) , the (maximum) allowable link utilization level of a network and the "sophistication/complexity" of aggregate packet scheduling employed by a network. In our study, besides the simple FIFO packet scheduling algorithm, we consider two classes of aggregate packet scheduling algorithms: the static earliest time first (SETF) and dynamic earliest time first (DETF). In both classes additional control information is encoded in the packet header for scheduling purpose: in the class of SETF, packets are stamped with its entry time at the network edge, and they are scheduled in the order of their (network entry) time stamps at a router; in the class of DETF, the packet time stamps are modified at certain routers as packets traverse them. Through these two classes of aggregate packet scheduling, we show that, with additional time stamp control information encoded in the packet header for scheduling purpose, we can significantly increase the (maximum) allowable link utilization level of a network, and at the same time reduce the worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound. These results illustrate the fundamental trade-offs in aggregate packet scheduling algorithms and shed light on their provisioning power in support of guaranteed delay service.
INTRODUCTION
Because of its potential scalability in snpport of Internet QoS guarantees, lately aggregate packet scheduling has attracted a lot of attention in the networking community. For instance, in the DiffServ framework,3 it is proposed that the simple FIFO packet scheduling be used to support the EF (expedited forwarding) per-hop behavior (PHB).7 Namely, at each router, EF packets from all users are queued at a single FIFO buffer and serviced in the order of their arrival times at the queue. Clearly, use of FIFO packet scheduling results in a very simple implementation of the EF PHB. However, the ability of appropriately provisioning a network using FIFO packet scheduling to provide guaranteed rate/delay service-as the EF PHB is arguably intended to support8-has been questioned. 2'4 In a recent work by Charny and Le Boudec,4 it is shown that in order to provide guaranteed delay service using FIFO, the overall network utilization level must be limited to a small fraction of its link capacities. More specifically, in a network of FIFO schedulers, the worst-case delay at each router is bounded only when the network utilization level is limited to a factor smaller than 1/(H* 1) where H* referred to as the network diameter, is the number of hops in the longest path of the network. Furthermore, given the network utilization level c < 1/(H* 1) the worst-case delay bound is inversely proportional to 1 -c(H* 1). Hence as the network utilization level a gets closer to the utilization bound 1/(H* 1) the worst-case delay bound approaches rapidly to infinity.
The elegant result of Charny and Le Boudec raises several interesting and important questions regarding the design and provisioning power of aggregate packet scheduling. In this paper we will take a more theoreticl perspective and attempt to address the fundamental trade-offs in the design of aggregate packet scheduling algorithms and their provisioning power in support of (worst-case) guaranteed delay service. In particular, we study the relationships between the worst-case edge-to-edge delay (i.e., the maximum delay experienced by any packet across a network domain), the maximum allowable network utilization level and the "sophistication/complexity" of aggregate packet scheduling employed by a network. A la the Internet DiffServ paradigm, we consider a framework where user traffic is only conditioned (i.e., shaped) at the edge of a network domain, whereas inside the network core, packets are scheduled based solely on certain bits (referred to as the packet state) carried in the packet header. In other words, the aggregate packet scheduling algorithm employed inside the network core maintains no per-flow/user information, thus it is core-stateless. In our framework, besides the conventional "TOS" or "DS" bits, we assume that additional control information may be carried in the packet header for scheduling purpose. By encoding certain timing information in the packet header, we design two new classes of aggregate packet scheduling algorithms: the static earliest time first (SETF) and dynamic earliest time first (DETF) algorithms. In the class of SETF packet scheduling algorithms, packets are stamped with its entry time at the network edge, and they are scheduled in the order of their time stamps (i.e., their network entry times) inside the network core; the class of DETF packet scheduling algorithms work in a similar fashion, albeit with an important difference-the packet time stamps are npdated at certain routers (hence the term dynamic).
The objective of our study is to use these two new classes (SETF and DETF) of aggregate packet scheduling algorithms, in addition to the simple FIFO discipline, to illustrate the fundamental trade-offs in aggregate packet scheduling: 1) how with additional control information encoded in the packet state, and with added "sophistication/complexity" in aggregate packet scheduling, the worst-case edge-to-edge delay bo'und and the maximum allowable network ntilization bonnd can be improved; and 2) how these performance bonnds are affected by the number of bits available for packet state encoding. Through analysis, we show that when packet time stamps are encoded with the finest time granularity, both the SETF and DETF packet scheduling algorithms can attain an arbitrary network utilization level (i.e., c can be arbitrarily close to 1). In other words, the maximum allowable network utilization bound is independent of the network diameter H*. This is in contrast to the case of FIFO, where the maximum utilization level is bounded by 1/(H* 1). Furthermore, using the more complex DETF, the worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound is linear in H* , whereas using the simpler SETF, the worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound is inversely proportional to (1 -a)H* . In the extended version of this paper,'1 we further demonstrate that when packet time stamps are encoded using coarser granularity (i.e., the number of bits for packet state encoding is limited), the network utilization level is constrained by the time granularity. In addition, the worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound is increased. With the same number of bits, the more complex DETF packet scheduling algorithms have far superior performance over the simpler SETF algorithms.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the basic model and assumptions for our analysis. In Section 3, we re-establish the result of Charny and Le Boudec4 using our approach. The two new classes of aggregate packet scheduling, SETF and DETF, are analyzed and the trade-offs discussed in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
NETWORK MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
Consider a single network domain, as shown in Figure 1 , where all traffic entering the network is shaped at the edge traffic conditioner before releasing into the network. No traffic shaping or re-shaping is performed inside the network core. We assume that all routers employ the same aggregate packet scheduling algorithm (e.g. , FIFO) that performs packet scheduling using only certain bits (the packet state) carried in the packet header. No other scheduling information is used or stored at core routers. We refer to the scheduling mechanism employed at an outgoing link of a router* as a scheduler. Let C be the capacity of the corresponding outgoing link of a scheduler S. We will also refer to C as the capacity of the scheduler S. We denote the MTU (maximum transmission unit) of the link by then maxic is the transmission time of an MTU-sized packet. Define L = maxajis,s{Lm/C}, i.e., L\ is the maximum transmission time of any packet in the network. We also assume that the path of any user flow is pre-determined, and fixed throughout its duration. Let H* be the maximum number of hops in the paths that any user flow may traverse in the network. We refer to H* as the network diameter.
Consider an arbitrary flow j traversing the network. The traffic of the flow is shaped at the network edge in such a manner that it conforms to a token bucket regulated arrival curve (a , p)5 : Let A (t, t + 'r) denote the amount of the flow j traffic released into the network during a time interval [t, t + r}, where t 0, r 0; then A (t, t+ r) < cr + p'r.
We control the overall network utilization level by imposing a utilization factor a on each link as follows. Consider an arbitrary scheduler S with capacity C. Let . denote the set of user flows traversing S. Then the following condition holds:
>I:pi;cc.
(1) jE.T Clearly, 0 < c :; 1. We will also refer to the utilization factor c as the network utilization level of a network domain.
In addition to the link utilization factor a, we will also impose an overall bound /3 0 (in units of time) on the "burstiness" of flows traversing any scheduler 8: cr < /3G. As we will see later, this burstiness factor ,8 plays a less critical role in our analysis than the network utilization level a.
From the above edge shaping and network utilization constraints, we can obtain an important bound on the amount of traffic going through a given scheduler that is injected at the network edge during any time interval. Consider an arbitrary scheduler S with capacity C. For any time interval [r, t}, let A(r, t) denote the amount of traffic injected into the network during the time interval {T, t] that will traverse S (at perhaps some later time). Here we use A to emphasize that As('r, t) is not the traffic traversing S during the time interval ['i-, t, but injected into the network at the network edge during [r, t] . Using the facts that Ai(t, t + r) < cr + pr for all flows, >jE i aC We refer to this bound as the edge traffic provisioning condition for scheduler S. As we will see later, the edge traffic provisioning condition is critical to our analysis of aggregate packet scheduling algorithms.
Now consider a packet p (of any flow) that traverses a path with h < H* hops. For i = 1, 2, .. . , h, denote the scheduler at the ith hop on the path of packet p as S (see Figure 2) . Let a and f represent, respectively, the time that packet p arrives at and departst from scheduler S. For ease of exposition, throughout this paper we assume that the propagation delay from one scheduler to another scheduler is zero. Hence a+1 = ft Note that a is the time packet p is released into the network (after going through the edge traffic conditioner), and fj is the time packet p leaves the network. Hence f -a is the cumulative delay that packet p experiences along its path, and is referred to as the edge-to-edge delay experienced by packet p. (Note that the delay experienced by a packet at the edge traffic conditioner is excluded from the edge-to-edge delay.) Define D* to be the worst-case edge-to-edge delay experienced by any packet in the network, i.e.,
all p s where in the above definition h is the number of hops on the path of packet p.
The key questions that we will address in the remainder of the paper are: 1) given an aggregate packet scheduling algorithm, under what network utilization level a does an upper bound on D* exist? 2) how does this bound depend on the network utilization level a and the network diameter H*? and 3) how these relationships are affected by the number of bits available for packet state encoding as well as the added "sophistication/complexity" in aggregate packet scheduling? *For simplicity, we assume that output-queueing is used. tThroughout the paper we adopt the following convention: a packet is considered to have arrived at a scheduler only when its last bit has been received, and it to have departed from the scheduler only when its last bit has been serviced.
NETWORK OF FIFO SCHEDULERS
In this section we re-establish the result of Charny and Le Boudec4 for a network of FIFO schedulers using a different approach. Unlike their result which uses an argument based on the worst-case per-hop delay analysis, in our approach we attempt to obtain a recursive relation for a's (or equivalently, fr's) for any packet p. From this recursive relation we then derive an upper bound on the worst-case edge-to-edge delay D* . As we will see later, this argument is quite general and powerful, and forms the basis of all the analyses in this paper.
A key step in our analysis is to obtain an upper bound on the amount of traffic that is serviced by a scheduler between the arrival and departure of any packet p at the scheduler. This bound will allow us to establish a recursive relation between a+1 and a. For this purpose, we introduce an important notation, r ,which is the maxim'nm time it takes for any packet to reach its last hop. Formally,
Now consider a FIFO scheduler S of capacity C. Let a denote the time a packet p arrives at 8, and f the time packet p departs from S. Define Q(a) to be the amount of traffic serviced by the scheduler S between [a, f}. Note that since S is a FIFO scheduler, Q(4) is exactly the amount of traffic queued at S at the arrival time of packet p (with packet p itself included). We have the following bound on Q(a): LEMMA 1. For a FIFO scheduler S of capacity C, we have Q(a) < YCT* + $Q. (5) Proof. Let p be the last packet before packet p (itself inclusive) that when packet p arrives at scheduler S any packet p' in the queue (including the one in service) satisfies the following condition: a a*. (6) In other words, when packet p arrives at scheduler 5, it is the "oldest" packet in the queue: namely, all other packets currently in the queue entered the network no early than packet pK . We note that such a packet always exists-if no other packets satisfy (6), the packet that starts the current busy period certainly does. Let a denote the time packet p arrived at scheduler S. By the definition of p , any packet that was either queued at scheduler S at time a or arrived at scheduler S between a and a must have entered the network during the time interval [a , at].
From (2) , the amount of traffic carried by these packets is bounded above by aC(a -a*) + /3G. Furthermore, since scheduler S is always busy during {a ,a}, we have Q(a) < oC(a -a*) + 3C -(a -a*)C.
As a -a( a -a + aç -a and aç -a < y* from (7) we see that (5) follows easily. 0
There is an intuitive explanation of the result in Lemma 1 . Note that a FIFO scheduler services packets in the order of their arrival times at the scheduler, regardless of when they are released into the network. In particular, packets entering the network later than packet p can potentially be serviced earlier than packet p. Intuitively, packets that are queued at the time packet p arrives at scheduler S must have entered the network between [a -T* a] and arrived at scheduler S before packet p. By the edge traffic provisioning condition (2) ,the amount of traffic carried by these packets is bounded by cCT* + /3C. This intuitive argument is made rigorous in the proof of Lemma I.
We now use Lemma 1 to derive a recursive relation for ar's. Consider a packet p which traverses a path with h hops. The capacity of the ith scheduler on the path is denoted by C2. Then by the definition of Q(a'), we have a'+ = f = a + Q(a)/C < a + c1i* + 3. (8) Recursively applying (8) and using the relation f,l) = a1 , we have the following lemma.
LEMMA 2. Consider a packet p which traverses a path with h hops. Then, for i = I, 2, . . . , h, we have, f,P a < j(aT* + /3). (9) Using Lemma 2, we can establish the following main results for a network of FIFO schedulers. THEOREM 3. Given a network of FIFO schedulers with a network diameter H*, if the network 'utilization level a satisfies the condition a < ---then r < (H*1)a Fnrthermore, the worst-case edge-to-edge delay D* is bounded above by D*< 1_(:1)a. (10) Theorem 3 illustrates the provisioning power of a network of FIFO schedulers for support of guaranteed delay service: in order to provide a provable worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound, the maximum network utilization level must be limited below 1/(H* 1). (We will refer to this bound as the maximum allowable network utilization bound).
For example, with H* 3 (a "small" network) , the maximum network utilization must be kept below 50% of all link capacities; with H* 1 1 (a relatively "large" network), the maximum network utilization must be kept below 10% of all link capacities. Furthermore, as the network utilization level gets closer to 1/(H* 1), the worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound approaches infinity.
NETWORK OF STATIC EARLIEST TIME FIRST SCHEDULERS
In this section we will design and analyze a new class of aggregate packet scheduling algorithms-the class of static earliest time first (SETF) algorithms. Using this class of aggregate packet scheduling algorithms, we will demonstrate how by adding some "sophistication/complexity" in aggregate packet scheduling-in particular, by encoding additional control information in the packet header, we can improve the maximum allowable utilization bound, and reduce the provable worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound. Furthermore, we will discuss the performance trade-offs of SETF packet algorithms when a limited number of bits is used for packet state encoding.
The additional control information used by the class of SETF schedulers is a (static) time stamp carried in the packet header of a packet that records the time the packet is released into the network (after going through the edge traffic conditioner) at the network edge. Here we assume that all edge devices that time-stamp the packets use a global clock (in other words, the clocks at the edge devices are synchronized). We denote the time stamp of a packet p by w. An SETF scheduler inside the network core schedules packets in the order of their time stamps, w. Note that in the case of SETF, the time stamp of a packet is never modified by any SETF scheduler, thus the term static. Depending on the time granularity used to represent the packet time stamps, we can design a class of SETF schedulers with different performance/complexity trade-offs. We use SETF(F) to denote the SETF packet scheduling algorithm where packet time stamps are represented with time granularity F. In particular, SETF(0) denotes the SETF packet scheduling algorithm where packet time stamps are represented. with the finest time granularity, namely, packets are time-stamped with the precise time they are released into the network. Formally, for any packet p, we have w = a. For a more general SETF(I') scheduling algorithm where F > 0, we divide the time into slots of F time units each (see Figure 3 
Packets released into the network are time-stamped with the corresponding time slot number. In other words, packets that are released into the network within the same time slot (say, the time slot t = {(n -1)17, nfl) carry the same time stamp value, i.e., w = n. Therefore, packets released into the network during the same time slot at the network edge are indistinguishable by an SETF(F) scheduler inside the network core, and are serviced by the scheduler in a FIFO manner. We will show later that using coarser time granularity (i.e., larger F) can potentially reduce the number of bits needed to encode the packet time stamps, but at the expenses of degrading the performance bounds. In this paper we will analyze the performance and trade-offs involved in the design of SETF(0) only. The analysis of the more general SETF(I') can be found in the extended version of this paper."
SETF with Finest Time Granularity: SETF(O)
In this section we first establish performance bounds for SETF(0) and then discuss the packet state encoding issue.
tDue to the space constraint, the proof of this theorem and the proofs of other results in the remainder of this paper are omitted. They will be found in the extended, technical report version of this A simplified version of SETF(O), under the name of Longest-in-System (US), is studied under a different but simpler network model of Andrew et al.1 Our proof, inspired by the arguments of Andrew et al,1 is more general than theirs. We also establish tighter performance bounds than theirs. 
Network Utilization Level and Edge-to-Edge Delay Bounds
We follow the same approach to establish performance bounds for a network of SETF(O) schedulers, as is employed for a network of FIFO schedulers in Section 3.
Consider an arbitrary SETF(O) scheduler S of capacity C. As in Section 3, let a and f denote, respectively, by cC(a -a) amount from that for an FIFO scheduler. This is not surprising, since any packet that is released into the network after a = w (the time packet p enters the network) will not take any service away from packet p at an SETF(O) scheduler (see Figure 4 ). Now consider a packet p traversing a path with h hops, where the capacity of the ith scheduler on the path is G. From Lemma 4, the following recursive relations follow easily: for i = 1, . . . , allowable network ntilization level. However, since the worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound is inversely proportional to (1 -)H* , it increases exponentially as c -+ 1. Figure 5 compares the worst-case edge-to-edge bounds for an FIFO network and an SETF(O) network (with H* 8) as a function of the network utilization level a. In this example we assume that the capacity of all links is 10 Gb/s, and all packets have the same size L =1000 bytes. We set the network b'urstiness factor 3 in a similar manner as in Charny and Le Boudec4: we assume that the token bucket size of each flow is bounded in such a way that cr < f3op3, where /3o (measured in units of time) is a constant for all flows. For a given network utilization level c, we then set f3 = o3o. In all the numerical studies presented in this paper, we choose fib = 25 ms. From Figure 5 , it is clear that for a given network utilization level, the worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound for an SETF(O) network is much better than that for a FIFO network.
Time Stamp Encoding and Performance hade-offs
In this section we discuss the implication of the worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound on the number of bits needed to encode the time stamp information. Suppose that C* is the maximum link capacity of the network. Then it is sufficient to have a time granularity of t = 1/C to mark the precise time each bit of data enters the networks. In other words, t = 1/CK is the finest time granularity needed to represent packet time stamps. In the remainder of this paper we will assume that the clock granularity of the edge devices that place time stamps on packets entering the network is at least i,, i.e., the clocks tick (at least) every t units of time. We now investigate the problem of how many bits are needed to encode the packet time stamps. Suppose that m bits are sufficient to encode the packet time stamps precisely. Then the time-stamp bit string wraps around every 2m1 units of time. Given that the worst-case edge-to-edge delay of a packet in the network is bounded above by D*, we must have 2D* < 2mt so as to enable any SETF(O) scheduler to correctly distinguish and compare the time stamps of two different packets1' . From Theorem 6, we have m >log2{($+){l Figure 6 shows the number of bits needed for packet time stamp encoding for two SETF(O) networks with H* 8 and H* = 12. The other parameters used in this example are the same as in Figure 5 . In particular, C* lOG b/s, and thus t = 1/C -7 ms. As expected, the number of bits needed for packet time stamp encoding increases as Although theoretically speaking the finest time granularity I' = 0, it is obvious that in practice t = 1/C is sufficient, as no two bits can arrive at any link within t units of time.
tHere we assume that no extra clock or other timing device/mechanism is used to assist an SETF(O) scheduler to distinguish the packet time stamps. In other words, an SETF(O) scheduler must use the bit strings encoded in the packet header to determine whether the time stamp of one packet is smaller than that of another packet. This can be achieved, for example, by using the lollipop sequence number technique.9 Due to space limitation, the details are left out here. Note that if we assume that each SETF(O) scheduler has a clock that is synchronized with the edge time stamping devices, and thus can use this clock to identify the time slot the current time corresponds to, then it is sufficient to have 2mL D8 , i.e., one less bit is needed in this case. the network utilization level increases; it also increases as the network diameter scales up. From this figure we also see that even for a relative low network utilization level, the number of bits required for packet time stamp encoding is relatively large. For example, with H* 8, 26 bits are needed for a = 0.1. Consequently, to achieve a meaningful network utilization level, an SETF(O) network requires a large number of bits for packet time stamp encoding, thus incurring significant control overhead. In the following section, we will show how this problem can be potentially addressed by using coarser time granularity for packet time stamp encoding.
NETWORK OF DYNAMIC EARLIEST TIME FIRST SCHEDULERS
So far we have seen that by including additional control information in the packet header and adding sophistication/complexity at network schedulers, the class of SETF packet scheduling algorithms improve upon the maximum allowable network utilization and worst-case edge-to-edge delay bounds of the simple FIFO packet scheduling algorithm. This performance improvement comes essentially from the ability of an SETF scheduler to limit the effect of "newer" packets on "older" packets. However, the provisioning power of SETF packet scheduling algorithms is still rather limited. Given the finest time granularity to encode the packet time stamps, although we can achieve arbitrary network utilization in a network of SETF(O) schedulers, the worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound is inversely proportional to (1 -c)* . Hence the bound grows exponentially, as the network diameter H* increases. In addition, with coarser time granularities, the performance of SETF networks deteriorates further. In this section we devise another class of aggregate packet scheduling algorithms-the class of DETF algorithms-which with further "sophistication/complexity" added at the schedulers, achieve far superior performance.
In the general definition of a DETF packet scheduling algorithm, we use two parameters: the time granularity F and the (packet) time stamp increment hop count h*. Note that unlike SETF where h* is determined by I', here h* is independent of F. Hence we denote a DETF scheduler by DETF(F, h*). In the following, we will present the definition of DETF(O, h*) first, i.e., DETF with the finest time granularity. The general definition of DETF(F, h*) will be given afterwards.
As in the case of SETF(O), the time stamp of a packet in a network of DETF(O, h*) schedulers is represented precisely. In particular, it is initialized at the network edge with the time the packet is released into the network. Unlike SETF(O), however, the time stamp of the packet will be updated every h* hops. Formally, suppose packet p traverses a path of h hops. Let w denote the time stamp of packet p as it is released into the network, i.e. , w = a.
Let ic = 1j;-1 . For k = 1, 2, . . . , ic -1, the time stamp of packet p is updated after it has traversed the kh*th hop on its path (or as it enters the (kh* + 1)th hop on its path). Let w denote the packet time stamp of packet p after its kth update. The packet time stamp w is updated using the following update rule: w :=w_1 +d*, k = 1,...,ic -1, (15) where the parameter d* > 0 is referred as the (packet) time stamp increment. We impose the following condition on d* that relates the packet time stamp w to the actual time packet p departs the kh* th hop: fork=1,...,,c-1, fJh* <w, andf w:=w_i+d*. (16) This condition on d* is referred to as the reality check condition. Intuitively, we can think of the path of packet p being partitioned into i segments of h* hops each (except for the last segment, which may be shorter than h* hops). The reality check condition (16) ensures that the packet time stamp carried by packet p after it has traversed k segments is not smaller that the actual time it takes to traverse those segments. In the next section we will see that the reality check condition (16) and the packet time stamp update rule (15) are essential in establishing the performance bounds for a network of DETF schedulers.
We now present the definition for the general DETF(F, h*) packet scheduling algorithm with a (coarser) time granularity F > 0. As in the case of SETF(F), in a network of DETF(F, h*) schedulers, the time is divided into time slots of F units: {(n -1)F, nF), n = 1, 2, . . ., and all packet time stamps are represented using the time slots.
In particular, if packet p is released into the network in the time slot [(n -1)F, nF), then w = nF. We also require that the packet time stamp increment d* be a multiple of F. Hence the packet time stamp w is always a multiple of F. In practice, we can encode w as the corresponding time slot number (as in the case of SETF(F)).
In the rest of this section we will establish performance bounds for a network of DETF(O,1) schedulers**. The analysis of the general DETF(I', h*) can be found in the extended version of this paper.11 We show that by using dynamic packet time stamps, we can obtain significantly better performance bounds for a network of DETF schedulers than those for a network of SETF schedulers. ,, S is the kth router along packet p's path, and r < w < t. For any p E M, we say that packet p virtually arrives at S during Fr, t]. Let Asfr, t) denote the total amount of traffic virtually arriving at S during [r, tJ, i.e., total amount of traffic carried by packets in M . Then we have the following bound on AS(T, t). LEMMA 7. Consider an arbitrary scheduler S with capacity C in a network of DETF(O,1) schedulers. For any time interval ['7-, tJ, let Afr, t) be defined as above. Then A(r, t) 5; /3C + aC(t -i-). (17) Note that the bound on A(i-, t) is exactly the same as the edge traffic provisioning condition (2) . Intuitively, (17) means that using the (dynamic) packet time stamp with the finest time granularity, the amount of traffic virtually arriving at S during {'i-, t} is bounded in a manner as if the traffic were re-shaped at S using (2) .
From Lemma 7, we can derive a recursive relation for w's using a similar argument as used before. Based on this recursive relation, we can establish the following performance bound for a network of DETF(O,1) schedulers.
THEOREM 8 (A NETWORK OF DETF(O,1) SCHEDULERS)
. Consider a network of DETF(O,1) schedulers with a network diameter H*. Let d* fi + L, then the reality condition (16) holds. Furthermore, for any 0 < c < 1, the worst-case edge-to-edge delay D* is bounded above by D* < H*d* H*(f3 + z). From Theorem 8, we see that with h* 1 and the finest time granularity, the worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound is linear in the network diameter H*, and it is independent of the network utilization level c. This is because the per-hop delay is bounded by d* /3 + A.
We now consider the problem of packet state encoding for a network of DETF(O,1) schedulers, namely, the number of bits that is needed to encode the dynamic packet time stamp and possibly other control information for the proper operation of a DETF network. As in the case of SETF(O), we use tto denote the finest time granularity necessary to represent the packet time stamps, i.e., t = 1/C* , where C* is the maximum link capacity of the network. From Theorem 8, we see that the number of bits m that is needed to encode the (dynamic) packet time stamps precisely must satisfy the following condition: 2m_lt H*(f3 + A), or m log2 H* + log2[(/3 + A)/t} + 1. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we investigated the fundamental trade-offs in aggregate packet scheduling for support of (worst-case) guaranteed delay service. Based on a novel analytic approach that focuses on network-wide performance issues, we studied the relationships between the worst-case edge-to-edge delay, the maximum allowable network utilization level and the "sophistication/complexity" of aggregate packet scheduling employed by a network. We designed two new classes of aggregate packet scheduling algorithms-the static earliest time first (SETF) and dynamic earliest time first (DETF) algorithms-both of which employ additional timing information carried in the packet header for packet scheduling, but differ in their manipulation of the packet time stamps. Using the SETF and DETF as well as the simple FIFO packet scheduling algorithms, we demonstrated that with additional control information carried in the packet header and added "sophistication/complexity" at network schedulers, both the maximum allowable network utilization level and the worst-case edge-to-edge delay bound can be significantly improved. **Nt that a DETF(O,1) scheduler is a special case of the Virtual-Time Earliest-Deadline-First (VT-EDT) packet scheduling algorithm proposed by Zhang et a11° under the virtual time reference system framework, where the delay parameter for all flows is set to d* It is also a special case of SCED+ defined by Cruz.6 
